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Snowfall

SWEDISH TONTAR
These figures from Sweden are all into their winter sports. 3001 & 3002
Their “cousins” below are hand-painted wood (3003 & 3004) or felt-costumed with fleece beards. (3012 to 3014)

3001  $34.50  5”
3002  $39.50  5”
3003  $9.00  4.2”
3004  $9.00  4.2”
3005  $12.00  2.7”
3006  $9.00  2”
3007  $7.00  2.5”
3008  $25.00 for a pkg. of 3  2.5”
3009  $14.99
3010  $8.95  15”
3011  $6.00  2.5”
3012  $11.50  4”
3013  $14.00  6.5”
3014  $18.50  10”
3015  $7.00  4”
3016  $11.50  4”

Fulmarknad
Christmas markets are a treasured part of the Scandinavian holidays. Open air booths selling traditional candies and delicacies, along with decorations for the home, pop up in cities and towns across Scandinavia. Our collection is inspired by the fulmarknad and the rich heritage of the countries of Scandinavia.

 GOD JUL!
Merry Christmas from Scandinavia!

Snowmen Ornaments
For your tree we have these charming, hand-felted snowmen. (3005) Assorted costumes – let us pick one for you. From Denmark we have this hand-made glass fellow with a ribbon “scarf.” (3006). From Sweden is a wooden snowman with his broom. (3007)

Danish Paper Die-Cut Skates
Die-cutting is a traditional craft that was practiced by Hans-Christian Anderson. Use ours as ornaments or package tie-ons. 3008  $25.00 for a pkg. of 3  2.5”

Flacka, Ricka, Dicka & their Skates
By Maj Lindman
The three girls must save their friend Bertie after an ice-skating disaster in this classic holiday tale. Paper dolls are included! Hardcover 3009  $14.99

3D Advent Calendar
Children will delight at anticipating the holidays as they open the doors on this stand-up snowman calendar. 3010  $8.95  15”

Glimmis Reflectors
These personal reflectors from Sweden are worn by nearly everyone in Scandinavia. They dramatically improve visibility of pedestrians in low light conditions with their 3M reflector technology. Attach them to jacket zippers, backpacks, leashes..... (3007)

Rotary Candle Holder
The heat from a tealight gently spins these Swedish candleholders with Snowflakes (3015) or Snowmen (3016) themes. $17.50 each  6.5”

Snowfall
Christmas markets are a treasured part of the Scandinavian holidays. Open air booths selling traditional candies and delicacies, along with decorations for the home, pop up in cities and towns across Scandinavia. Our collection is inspired by the fulmarknad and the rich heritage of the countries of Scandinavia.
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**SWEDISH TOMTE FIGURES & ORNAMENTS**

With their fleece beards and ribbon scarves, our knit-capped pair is set for the holidays. (3018 & 3019). The children below have floppy legs and make great shelf sitters—or perch them on a mantel. (3023 B or G). Our ornament with a bell-shaped body is a new addition this year. (3026)

**FINNISH TONTTU FIGURES & ORNAMENTS**

It’s the wonderful, hand-crafted details that make these decorations unique. Our tail-capped pair (3020 & 3021) is among our most popular. If you lift the brim of their caps, you’ll find their eyes peeking back at you. Their Sami “cousins” (3022) come as a pair costumed in the distinctive colors and braids of the far north of Scandinavia. The two ornaments at the right are made of felt and wood, one with a braided wool fleece beard (3024) and the other with a felt fringed body (3025).

**FINNISH PAPER NAPKINS**

A tonttu party is underway in these triple-ply napkins. Packages of 20

- **3017 C.** Beverage Size (not shown) $5.00/Pkg. 5”
- **3017 L.** Luncheon Size $6.00/Pkg. 6.5”

**CHILDREN OF THE NORTH LIGHTS**

By Ingrid & Edgar Parin d’Aulaire

The d’Aulaires’ vibrant interpretations of Scandinavian folklore have entertained readers for more than 75 years. Long out of print, this book introduces readers to the captivating Sami people and culture of northern Scandinavia. Hardcover

- **3028.** $16.95

**LONG-LEGGED NISSE FIGURES**

Guaranteed to bring a smile, our felt-bodied figures stand above the crowd. A hit last year, we’ve added new members to the family in a shorter size.

- **3029.** $41.00 each 14”
- **3030.** $21.00 each 8”

**CERAMIC TOMTAR**

Sweden’s famous JIE ceramicists created these glossy, hand-glazed figurines.

- **3031.** $9.50 3.1”
- **3032.** $16.00 4.75”

**TOMTE BISTRO MUG**

New for 2013, this generous ceramic mug will hold your favorite brew.

- **3037.** $12.00 14oz.

**CERAMIC VOTIVES**

Festive accents with tomtar perched on the rims.

- **3033.** $13.50 each 3” (assorted)

**KJELL MIDTHUN NISSE**

Kick sleds are a popular mode of winter transport and sport in Scandinavia. This Nisse is giving his forest friend a winter ride. Celebrated Norwegian artist Kjell Midthun created our ceramic set with a coordinating poly-resin figurine.

- **3034.** Mug $22.00 6 oz.
- **3035.** Side Plate $25.00 6.5”
- **3036.** Rommergrøt Bowl $36.00 6.8”
- **3037.** Figurine $16.00 4.2”
CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS
We have hand-made ornaments in glass (3040) and laser-cut wood (3048) from Denmark, and knit-costumed wood from Sweden (3041 to 3046).

TOMTEN CHRISTMAS CARDS
These cards feature Norwegian artist Svein Solem’s paintings of Tomte preparing for the holidays. This folio contains 8 cards, 2 each of 4 designs and envelopes.

NORDIC ACCENT GLASSWARE
Our new Tomte Family glasses will add a touch of cheer to your holiday parties - either as votives or as drinkware.

FELT CHRISTMAS HOUSE
From the fairy tale world of En Gry & Sif, this Christmas house has a zipper closure for the roof. Your youngsters will love to store their treasures in this hand-crafted tote.

EKELUND JULDANS SWEDISH RUNNER
A merry dance line of tomte border this festive 100% cotton runner by Ekelund.
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SWEDISH DISHCLOTHS
Functional and attractive in your kitchen, our environmentally-friendly dishcloths are inspired by the traditional heart motif you see in Scandinavian holiday decorations.
3066, 3067 & 3075 B or R.
$7.00 each 6.7 X 8"

HEART ORNAMENTS
We have heart ornaments:
glass from a small glass studio in Denmark (3068);
laser-cut birchwood from Denmark (3069);
ceramic “basket” hearts in red (3070 R) or white bisque (3070 W) finishes;
wooden hearts from Sweden in red or white — which are easy to personalize with a marker (3071 R or W);
ruby red glass from Orrefors (3072);
and richly-detailed pewter from Norway (3073).

3075 R
3075 B
3081
3082
3083

ENAMEL HEART JEWELRY
In the rich tradition of enameling from Norway, this set of pewter earrings and necklace are classic, yet contemporary.
3064 & 3065

EKELUND GLADJE LINENS
Ekelund of Sweden’s holiday motif Gladje (Joy) is jacquard woven in cotton. It’s great for the table or the kitchen.
3076.
Cloth $50.00 30 X 30"
3082.
Towel $18.50 14 X 20"

HEART TOMTAR
These figurines make a heart-felt gift — you can even personalize them with a marker!
3077 R or W. $12.00 each 4.4"
3078 R or W. $16.00 each 6"

CERAMIC HEART MUG
Enjoy your morning tea or coffee in this 12-ounce ceramic mug.
3081.
Heart Mug $10.00

POT GUARDS
Here’s a great stocking stuffer for the cook in your house. If you don’t vent the lid of a boiling pot, it sputters and boils over. Just put one of these birchwood pot guards on the rim of your pot, to prop the lid, and the problem’s solved. Besides, a pot guard makes a charming, decorative accent.
3082. Heart Pot Guard $7.00 1.5"

HOLIDAY BOWLS SET
Our new set of three ceramic bowls in holiday shapes of a tree, a star and a heart are great for condiments or for snacks. They come beautifully gift-boxed.
3080.
Holiday Bowl Set of 3 $27.50 5"

RED HEART BOWL WITH SPOON
An eye-catching serving bowl for salad (or mashed potatoes!) from Sagaform. White glaze on the outside & red on the inside will brighten up your smörgåsbord table. It even comes with a heart motif wooden spoon!
3079 Serving Bowl with Spoon $52.50 10" w 4.5”d

EKELUND OF SWEDEN’S HOLIDAY MOTIF GLADJE
EKELUND GLADJE LINENS
EKELUND GLADJE LINENS
EKELUND GLADJE LINENS
EKELUND GLADJE LINENS
EKELUND GLADJE LINENS
EKELUND GLADJE LINENS

"
**Entertaining**

**SAETRE BIXIT COOKIES FROM NORWAY**
Saetre has been baking delicious treats for more than a century. Their Bixit oatmeal cookies are a yummy part of their success.

| 3086 | $5.00/Pkg. 10.5oz. |

**FINNISH PAPER NAPKINS**
These are inspired by the knitting and needlework traditions of Scandinavia. They are available in your choice of red (R) or almond (T) color and in both beverage & luncheon sizes.

| 3091 R or T, Beverage Size (not shown): $5.00/Pkg. 5" |
| 3091 R or T, Luncheon Size: $6.00/Pkg. 6.5" |

**STANDING CARDS**
In the tradition of Svensk Slöjd (Swedish folk crafts) these little baskets can be used for table accents, tree decorations or as packages to hold a sweet or treat for someone special.

| 3085 | $4.50 each 4.8" |

**EKELUND ÅTTEBLADROSE TABLECLOTH**
One of Ekelund’s classic holiday patterns, this holiday red tablecloth is damask woven in 100% cotton.

| 3089 | $50.00 31x31" |

**CERAMIC GLÖGG CUPS**
Add some raisins or almonds to each cup along with your glögg.

| 3091 | $34.00 for a set of 4 or (spoons separate: see 3097) |

**STAINLESS GLÖGG SPOONS**
These spoons are just the right size for stirring and eating the raisins and almonds that are part of the recipe. Each has a heart cut-out in the handle.

| 3097 | $12.00/Set of 4 |

**SWEDISH GLÖGG MIX**
Heat and serve as is, or “fortify” it with wine or spirits; it will warm you on a cold winter evening. From Sweden.

| 3098 | $11.50 26.4oz. |

**GRANDPA LUNDQUIST’S SWEDISH CHRISTMAS SODA**
Called “Julmust” in Sweden, this chilled holiday beverage combines the flavors of glögg with refreshing carbonation.

| 3099 | $2.25 12oz. bottle |

**SWEDISH PEPPARKAKOR**
The quintessential Swedish cookies, our gingery pepparkakor, will melt in your mouth. They come in a tin with a view of Stockholm.

| 3100 | $12.50 15.9 oz. |

**SAGAFORM AQUAVIT SET**
Here’s a truly unique aquavit set. The top section is a 13 oz. carafe with a stopper to hold aquavit. The base is an ice bucket that holds four colorful 1 oz. shot glasses you can chill on top of the ice. Made of hand-blown glass.

| 3092 | $37.00/Set |

**SAGAFORM ROCKING WHISKEY GLASSES & CARAFE**
The rounded bottoms of these glasses allow the glasses to rock gently when you set them down. The coordinating carafe will hold water, wine or your choice of beverage. It comes with a silicone stand to help keep it in place.

| 3093 | $27.00/Set of 6 6.7oz. Dishwasher-safe |
| 3094 | Carafe $42.50 55 oz. |

**GLÖGG SERVING CARAFE/WARMER AND THERMAL GLASS CUPS**
Sagaform’s carafe comes with a warmer plate with cut-out silhouettes of Scandinavian holiday motifs.

| 3095 | $52.50 44 oz. |
| 3096 | $26.50 3 oz. |
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TAKK FOR MATEN TILES
Award-winning artist Suzanne Toftey’s tiles with rosemaled borders capture scenes with two Nordic treats:
3102. Egg Coffee $15.00 6”
3103. Sandbakkels $15.00 6”

HEART-SHAPED TINS
These heart-shaped tins from Sweden can make uniquely-shaped sandbakkels.
3105. $10.50/Set 3”

CHRISTMAS BAKING
By Mia Ohm
Swedish pastry chef Mia Ohm offers 38 delicious recipes for cakes, cookies, candieds, truffles, cupcakes, tarts and breads that are tasty, colorful and fun. She also shows you how to build a gingerbread house. 96 pages. Hardcover. 3106. $17.95 8.5x8.5”

EBELSKIVERS
By Kevin Crafts
More than 40 mouth-watering recipes for the typical, sphere-shaped Danish pancakes—ranging from traditional to whimsical. Try the crunchy cinnamon, spiced apples, sticky toffee, or the smoked salmon and dill! Step-by-step photographs and recipes for sauces, toppings and glazes are included. 112 pages. Paperback.
3107. $14.95 7.2 X 8.2”

GINGERBREAD HOUSE COOKIE CUTTER
These are the newest cookie cutters from Sweden. Just roll out your dough and press the cutter twice to make all the parts you need to create a gingerbread house or stand-up Christmas trees! Each cutter comes with a recipe card tied on with Swedish ribbon. 3110 or 3111. $13.00 each 7.7 X 11”

SANDBAKKEL TINS
These non-stick tins with blue anodized undersides make those delicious, almondy cookies we love. A set of 9 assorted tarts comes tied with Swedish ribbon and a recipe.
3108. $8.50/Set 2”avg.

PINE CONE TINS
Our non-stick tins come with a recipe for gingerbread tied on with Swedish ribbon. (Sprinkle powdered sugar on the cookies, and they look like snowy pine cones).
3110. $13.00 12”

JULSTAMNING TOWEL
Ekelund’s folk motif is perfect for the holidays. Damask woven in half-linen, it is a fine example of a weaving tradition that has been passed through generations for more than a century.
3115. $18.50 14 X 20”

A TASTE OF SCANDINAVIA
By Anna Mosesson, Janet Laurence & Judith H. Dern
A slip-cased collection of three beautiful cookbooks that encompass the cuisines of Norway, Sweden & Denmark.
3116. $29.99/Set

ALMOND CAKE
Our teflon-coated and dishwasher-safe cake pan makes this favorite of Swedish cakes. It comes with a recipe card tied on with Swedish folk ribbon.
3112. $13.00 12”

SWEDISH CAKE CUTTER/SERVER
Made of super sturdy ABS plastic, it comes with a recipe for a delicious Swedish pepparkakor cake tied on with Swedish folk ribbon.
3113. $8.50 8”

SWEDISH COOKIE CUTTER SET
A trio of steel cutters to create your own pepparkakor comes with a recipe card tied on with folk ribbon.
3114. $6.50/Set 4” average

Almond Cake Pan

CHRISTMAS BAKING
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GINGERBREAD HOUSE COOKIE CUTTER
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JULSTAMNING TOWEL

A TASTE OF SCANDINAVIA

ALMOND CAKE
SWEDISH PANCAKE TURNER
This flexible and sturdy ABS plastic will make you a pro at turning out those wafer-thin, delicious Swedish delicacies. It comes with a recipe card tied on with Swedish folk ribbon. Dishwasher-safe.
3118. $8.00 13.5".

SWEDISH PANCAKE MIX
If you don’t want to start from scratch, here’s a quick and easy solution for making your Swedish Pancakes.
3119. $5.50 14.1 oz.

FRUIT PRESERVES
Delicious Hafi preserves from Sweden are enjoyed by everyone. We have both the favorite Lingonberry and the very special Cloudberry preserves.
3121. Lingonberry $7.95 14.1 oz.

EKELUND LINENS
Our Swedish linens in 100% cotton are a celebration of the lingonberry.
3122. Lingonslinga Runner $44.00 13.5x47
3126. Lingonberry Towel $18.50 14x19.5"

LAKEROL
When Adolph Ahlgren first created Lakerol more than a century ago, his goal was a cough drop and breath mint combination. Over the years, the range of flavors increased to include fruit pastilles. We have two favorites in 8 oz. packages:
3123. Casis/Black Currant $2.50
3124. Original $2.50

NIDAR LABAN
Norway’s most popular gummy candies are these fruity gummy people.
3125. $8.00/Pkg. 5.29 oz.

MINI DAIM
Buttery, chocolate-covered toffee. Bite-sized pieces are individually-wrapped.
3127. $12.50/Pkg 7.1 oz.

FREIA
Chocolate from Norway

Milch Chocolate Bars
Creamy milk chocolate.
3128. $2.50 1 oz.
3130. $7.75 3.5 oz.

Firkolver Bars
Creamy milk chocolate & bits of hazelnuts.
3129. $2.50 1 oz.
3131. $7.75 3.5 oz.

MARABOU
Chocolate from Sweden

Milch Chocolate Bar
Our favorite Swedish milk chocolate.
3132. $5.00 3.5 oz.

Marabou Double Nougat Milk chocolate with creamy nougat filling.
3133. $2.35 1.8 oz.

Daim Milk chocolate coats buttery toffee.
3134. $1.95 1 oz.

Nidar
Chocolate from Norway

Stratos Nidar’s most popular chocolate - light, airy and porous with chocolate bubbles that melt on your tongue.
3135. $4.50 1.5 oz.

Guilbrom Rich marzipan covered in milk chocolate
3136. $7.50 2.3 oz.

Fazer
Chocolate from Finland

Dumie Soft caramel chews in milk chocolate
3137. $7.00/Pkg 7.7 oz.

Finnska
Finnish licorice
Finns are fanatics for licorice, and this soft, organic licorice is one reason why.
3138. Licorice Bts. $5.50/Pkg 3.2 oz.
REINDEER ANTLER BAR ACCESSORIES
The Sami in the far north of Finland collect naturally shed antlers to create these openers & bottle toppers. Every one is unique. Each comes with a story card attached with folk ribbon.
3153. Opener $26.00 ea.
3154. Bottle Topper $24.00 ea.
3155. Keyring $24.00 ea.

HEIDI LANGE
FRAMED PRINT
Heidi silk-screens on hand-tie-died batik fabric for her unique graphic prints. Her inspiration from Swedish nature produced this scene of a moose couple “Alfred & Anna.”
3156. $57.00 13 X 9”

MOOSE GLIMMI
The iconic moose crossing signs are a popular sight for tourists visiting Sweden. Here’s a Glimmi reflector version to keep you safe while walking.
3161. $6.00

LASER-CUT ORNAMENTS
These new kaleidoscopic laser-cut birch ornaments are inspired by the forest animals of Scandinavia.
3162 & 3163

CHILLOOF THE FOREST
Children of the Forest describes the carefree life of the children who live deep in the roots of an old pine tree. This is another delightful picture book from Elsa Beskow, whose charming stories and illustrations have been enjoyed by children for generations. Hardcover.
3146. $11.95 6.7”

GNOMIE MUSHROOM GIRL
Hand-made with felt clothing and wonderful details, our girl is inspired by Children of the Forest.
3141. $16.00 6.7”
Not intended for children under age 3

CHILD’S DISH SET & CUTLERY SET
Here are dishwasher-safe and durable child’s sets decorated with Elsa Beskow’s wonderful illustrations.
3144. 3-Piece Child’s Set $34.00
3145. 3-Piece Child’s Cutlery Set $10.95

TOADSTOOL DECORATIONS
Our collection includes hand-made paper die-cuts from Denmark (3150), hand-made glass from Denmark (3151) and felt from En Gry & Sif (3152).
3150. $17.00/Set of 3 2”
3151. $9.00 2”
3152. $11.00 3.5”
3153. $6.00 3.5”
3154. $6.00 3.5”

SWEDISH DISHCLOTH
Another of our amazing dishcloths. Made of 70% cellulose and 30% cotton, it’s washing machine sturdy, but also biodegradable.
3164. $7.00 6.7 X 8”

STANDING CARDS
This card from Sweden comes flat with an envelope. Just pop out the parts and it quickly assembles into a stand up sculpture. One side has a blank area for adding your own greeting.
3157. $5.50 4.2X6” card

ANNIE AND THE WILD ANIMALS
By Jan Brett
Jan Brett is one of the country’s foremost author/illustrators of children’s books. This best-loved tale of Annie and her cat is the perfect gift for young readers. Hardcover.
3158. $17.99

TOADSTOOL PURSE
Hand-felted with a zipper closure from En Gry & Sif.
3143. $28.00
Approx. 6X4.5”

NYFORM TROLLS
For that troll on your gift list: these shaggy-haired, nature-loving latex trolls from NYForm of Norway are definitely the homely sort.
3142. Troll So Big $46.00
3143. Troll hugging moose $53.00

MOOSE GIMMII
The iconic moose crossing signs are a popular sight for tourists visiting Sweden. Here’s a Glimmi reflector version to keep you safe while walking.
3161. $6.00
**Swedish Dishcloths**

If you give a hoot about a clean kitchen, you'll love our Swedish dishcloths. Made of 70% cellulose and 30% cotton, they are washing machine sturdy, but also biodegradable. 

3166 G or O, 3167 and 3168. $7.00 ea. 6.7 X 8”

**Bird Lovers**

**OWL GLIMMI**

"Keep safe -- be seen" is the safety slogan for Glimmi's personal reflectors from Sweden. Wear them on zipper pulls or backpacks to keep visible after dark.

3165. $7.00 2.3”

**BIRD-THEMED ORNAMENTS**

Our assortment includes: wood birds from Sweden (3169 B or W); laser-cut birch (3170 & 3171); birdhouse ornaments from Sweden (3172 R or W); and pewter from Norway (3173).

3169 B. $3.25 1.5”
3169 W. $3.25 1.5”
3170. $6.00 3.4”
3171. $6.00 3.4”
3172 R. $4.00 1.5”
3172 W. $4.00 1.5”

**SWEDISH DISHCLOTHS**

If you give a hoot about a clean kitchen, you'll love our Swedish dishcloths. Made of 70% cellulose and 30% cotton, they are washing machine sturdy, but also biodegradable.

3166 G or O, 3167 and 3168. $7.00 ea. 6.7 X 8”

**Wooden Birds**

Crafted in Sweden, our pair of birds is available in red- or white-wash stains. They'll add a little bit of Sweden charm to your nest.

3174 W OR R. $11.50 each 3.5”

**Felt Owl Keyring**

Cute owls in a variety of colors help organize your keys.

3175. $10.00 3.5”

(Let us pick a color for you!)

**Bird Pot Guard**

Here's a great stocking stuffer for the cook in your house. If you don't vent the lid of a boiling pot, it sputters or boils over. Just put one of these birchwood pot guards on the rim of your pot, to prop the lid, and the problem's solved. Besides, it is a charming, decorative accent.

3176. Bird Pot Guard: $7.00 1.5”
3177. Owl Pot Guard: $7.00 1.5”

**BIRDS ROTARY CANDLEHOLDER**

The heat from a tealight gently spins the lovebirds on our Swedish candleholder. 3178. $17.50 6.5”

**Birdy Bird Feeder**

Made of white stoneware, with a steel wire for hanging from a tree or soffit, this lovely little feeder from Sagaform of Sweden will charm you as you watch the birds visit.

3180. $21.00 6”

**Birdy Bird Feeder**

Made of white stoneware, with a steel wire for hanging from a tree or soffit, this lovely little feeder from Sagaform of Sweden will charm you as you watch the birds visit.

3180. $21.00 6”

**Bird Wall Hook**

Here's a cute wall hook made of laser-cut steel. It's just the right size for hanging keys or a kitchen utensil.

3181. $13.00 1.5”

**Ekelund Ronnbar Towel**

This kitchen towel in a beautiful fall color palette is as lovely as it is practical. 100% cotton woven by the master weavers of Ekelund.

3182. $18.50 14X20”

**Ekelund Drilla Towel**

Bitte Stenstrom's whimsical flock of birds adorn this kitchen towel from Sweden.

3178. $18.50 14X20”

**Birds Rotary Candleholder**

The heat from a tealight gently spins the lovebirds on our Swedish candleholder.

3178. $17.50 6.5”

**Pot Guards**

Here's a great stocking stuffer for the cook in your house. If you don't vent the lid of a boiling pot, it sputters or boils over. Just put one of these birchwood pot guards on the rim of your pot, to prop the lid, and the problem's solved. Besides, it is a charming, decorative accent.

3176. Bird Pot Guard: $7.00 1.5”
3177. Owl Pot Guard: $7.00 1.5”

**Birdy Bird Feeder**

Made of white stoneware, with a steel wire for hanging from a tree or soffit, this lovely little feeder from Sagaform of Sweden will charm you as you watch the birds visit.

3180. $21.00 6”

**Bird Wall Hook**

Here's a cute wall hook made of laser-cut steel. It's just the right size for hanging keys or a kitchen utensil.

3181. $13.00 1.5”

**Ekelund Ronnbar Towel**

This kitchen towel in a beautiful fall color palette is as lovely as it is practical. 100% cotton woven by the master weavers of Ekelund.

3182. $18.50 14X20”

**Birdy Bird Feeder**

Made of white stoneware, with a steel wire for hanging from a tree or soffit, this lovely little feeder from Sagaform of Sweden will charm you as you watch the birds visit.

3180. $21.00 6”

**Bird Wall Hook**

Here's a cute wall hook made of laser-cut steel. It's just the right size for hanging keys or a kitchen utensil.

3181. $13.00 1.5”

**Ekelund Ronnbar Towel**

This kitchen towel in a beautiful fall color palette is as lovely as it is practical. 100% cotton woven by the master weavers of Ekelund.

3182. $18.50 14X20”
**Colors**

Scandinavians love to bring life into their homes with colorful natural accents -- the colors change with the seasons

**EN GRY & SIF FELT PURSES**

Little bouquets of floral decoration are needle felted onto these zippered coin purses from En Gry & Sif of Denmark. Your choice of three colors:

- **3184 B.** Blue $30.00 6"
- **3184 G.** Green $30.00 6"
- **3184 P.** Purple $30.00 6"

**EKELUND SWEDEN LINENS**

Ekelund has been weaving in Sweden since 1692: producing in the family mill. Their linens are made of natural materials selected and harvested with environmentally sustaining standards recognized by the Swedish Society for Nature Conservation. We present this collection of floral motifs. It’s almost like bringing the garden indoors!

- **LIND TABLECLOTH** $59.00 20 X 20"
- **LINN RUNNER** $39.00 14 X 47"
- **SOMMARDROM RUNNER** $39.00 14 X 47"
- **ANDREA TOWEL** $18.50 14 X 20"
- **RINN RUNNER** $39.00 14 X 47"

**KOSTA BODA BRICK VOTIVES**

The thick wall of this holder swirls with color. Use it as a votive or as a small bowl.

- **3185 L or G.** $50.00 each 3.3"

**SAGAFORM PAVA VASE/CANDLEHOLDERS**

Here’s a clever twist on the wine bottle candleholder. These Nordic gray glass holders have detachable candleholder tops, so they can transform into elegant vases. Available in three heights:

- **3187.** $26.50 5.5"
- **3188.** $32.50 7.5"
- **3189.** $37.50 9.5"

**SWEDISH DISHCLOTHS**

The colors of the forest through the seasons decorate these eco-friendly dishcloths from Sweden. Once you try them, you’ll never to back to your old cloths, paper towels, or sponges!

- **3186 G or O.** $7.00 ea. 6.7 X 8"

**FINNISH PAPER NAPKINS**

Pansies will bring summer to your home from Finland. Packages of 20

- **3193 C.** Beverage Size (not shown) $6.00/Pkg. 5"  
- **3189 L.** Luncheon Size $5.00/Pkg. 6.5"
Practical Solutions

REENBERG’S MAGNETIC DISHCLOTH RAIL
REENberg’s Cloth Rail solves a simple problem. Since stainless steel will not attract a magnet, the solution is to place a matching magnet on the underside of the sink to mate to the rail. The rail is easy to install and remove—no tools needed. Cloths tuck discreetly in the sink — just where they are needed, but off the faucet or counter! Made in Denmark. 3197. $26.00

REENBERG’S MAGNETIC CAR GARBAGE CADDY
New this year is a handy kit for the car. A metal disc with an adhesive back sticks to the console or dash of your car. Then, the magnetic hook holds a plastic trash bag in place. Comes with 25 bags. Made in Denmark. 3198. $14.50

NATURAL CORK
If there is a boater in your family, we have this boat keyring painted to look like a fishing bobber. If it gets dropped overboard, it floats! 3199. $7.50

Our trivet with three fish will protect your table from hot dishes. 3200. $14.50

FINNISH HAND CREAM
To soothe dry, chapped skin, you’ll love our lemon/glycerin hand cream from Finland. 3201. $12.00

SAGAFORM OF SWEDEN
TEA ACCESSORIES
Our Bothanica 10 oz. tea cup is thermal glass. It comes with a removable strainer for steeping your tea and a silicone top for tea-on-the-go. 3202. $26.00

The 2-piece tea strainer comes with a handy base on which to place the strainer once you have steeped your tea. 3203. $16.00

TOMTE POT GUARD
This holiday-themed kitchen accessory will vent your pot to prevent it from boiling over! 3204. $7.00 2”

HERB SCISSORS
Three blades make snipping herbs a snap! 3205. $11.00 7”

AQUA GLASS FROM SEA OF SWEDEN
Much of Scandinavia is coastal or near a lakeshore. This new series of Swedish glass from SEA is the perfect reflection of the Scandinavian lifestyle. The colors are of the sea, and the lines are clean, Scandinavian design. The series includes small bowls that can be used for serving or lighting and two sizes of vases. 3206 A, B OR G. Small Bowl $21.00
3207. Tall Vase $41.50 10” 2” 3208. Short Vase $27.50 6”

EKLUND LINENS
We love these summer-themed linens for the table or kitchen from Sweden.
3209. Sengana Runner $44.00 14 X 47”
3210. Vinda Runner $44.00 14 X 47”
3211. Jordgubbsland Towel $18.50 14 X 20”

FEEL FELT TRIVET
Three talented designers from Helsinki have created this fresh spin on natural fiber art. Each ball is hand-felted and then sewn together into this trivet in a rainbow of color. 3212. $40.00 7.2 X 7.2”

ORREFORS
SUGAR DANDY BOWL
The summery color in this bowl will warm even the coldest winter day. Designed by Åsa Jungnelius and new from the leading name in Swedish glass. 3213. $60.00 6”
LEFSE UFF DA CHIPS
Chips made from lefse—a deliciously different snack! Available in either a seasoned salt and savory version or sweet with cinnamon and sugar. 3214. Sweet $8.95 6 oz. 3215. Sally $9.95 6 oz.

OLE & LENA’S SCANDINAVIAN FORTUNE COOKIES
These unique fortune cookies contain favorite Ole and Lena jokes (all in good taste)! Each box has approximately one dozen, individually-wrapped cookies. 3216. $5.50/box

UFF DA ORNAMENT
This is cast in pewter in Norway. 3217. $16.50 2.3”

UFF DA MUG
Do mornings come too early for you? Cure the morning doldrums with a hot cup of coffee in our ceramic mug. All we can say about the shape is “Uff Da!” 3218. $11.00 11 oz.

THE LAST WORD ON LUTEFISK
By G. Legwold
The most comprehensive collection of facts, fiction & folklore about this simple fish with the unforgettable scent. Paperback. 3220. $14.95

WUFF DA! DOG BOWLS
Maybe you want your pet to aspire to a Norwegian pedigree. Our ceramic dog bowls are available in two sizes for appetites large or small. 3221. $19.00 5.2”D 3222. $26.00 7”D

UFF DA DISHCLOTH
It’s perfect for cleaning up the latest “oops” in the kitchen. 3219 B or G. $7.00 each

THE EYE DOCTOR asked Ole, “Have your eyes ever been checked?” “No,” said Ole, “they’ve always been blue.”

UFF DA HANG TAG

OLE & LENA FORTUNE COOKIES
Each box has approximately one dozen, individually-wrapped cookies. 3216. $5.50/box

WUFF DA! DOG BOWLS
These ceramic bowls come in two sizes for appetites large or small. 3221. $19.00 5.2”D 3222. $26.00 7”D

UFF DA MUG
Do mornings come too early for you? Cure the morning doldrums with a hot cup of coffee in our ceramic mug. All we can say about the shape is “Uff Da!” 3218. $11.00 11 oz.

UFF DA DISHCLOTH
It’s perfect for cleaning up the latest “oops” in the kitchen. 3219 B or G. $7.00 each

THE EYE DOCTOR asked Ole, “Have your eyes ever been checked?” “No,” said Ole, “they’ve always been blue.”

SWEDISH DISHCLOTH
It’s perfect for cleaning up the latest “oops” in the kitchen. 3219 B or G. $7.00 each

BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER
A橡胶人形

UFF DA MUG
Do mornings come too early for you? Cure the morning doldrums with a hot cup of coffee in our ceramic mug. All we can say about the shape is “Uff Da!” 3218. $11.00 11 oz.

UFF DA DISHCLOTH
It’s perfect for cleaning up the latest “oops” in the kitchen. 3219 B or G. $7.00 each

THE EYE DOCTOR asked Ole, “Have your eyes ever been checked?” “No,” said Ole, “they’ve always been blue.”

UFF DA MUG
Do mornings come too early for you? Cure the morning doldrums with a hot cup of coffee in our ceramic mug. All we can say about the shape is “Uff Da!” 3218. $11.00 11 oz.

UFF DA DISHCLOTH
It’s perfect for cleaning up the latest “oops” in the kitchen. 3219 B or G. $7.00 each

THE EYE DOCTOR asked Ole, “Have your eyes ever been checked?” “No,” said Ole, “they’ve always been blue.”
Glimmi Reflectors
Give a Swedish Glimmi reflector to help keep someone special safe. Attach the Glimmi to a jacket zipper, purse, leash, or backpack to make a pedestrian more visible to traffic.
3241. $6.00 2”

Chocolate Dala Horses
Come individually-wrapped in this giftable, boxed set. (10pcs) The filling for the milk chocolate is caramel-truffle.
3232. $11.00/Box 3.5 oz

Dala Motif Mugs
Sip your morning coffee from our ceramic mug. 3231. $8.50 14 oz. Or try our double-walled porcelain to keep your beverage warm and your hand cool in this Take-Away Mug from Sagaform. The silicone lid prevents spills when you are on the go.
3235. $16.00 8 oz.

Dala Horse Valkommen
Hand-painted in the Olsson workshop in Dalarna, this beautiful sign will greet your guests with a traditional “welcome”
3230. $65.00 7”

Dala Horse Ornaments
These are handmade wood, knit fabric & felt decorations from Sweden.
3236 & 3237.

Dala Horse Bowls
We love these porcelain serving bowls with Dala horse profiles and decoration. They were designed by Ylva Olsson for Sagaform and are now available in a new, smaller size.
3233. $19.00 5”w 2”d
3234. $32.50 8.5”w 2”d

Dala Horse Standing Cards
Add a greeting and mail these cards. When your recipient receives them, they pop out the parts and make a standing Dala Horse figure!
3245 R. Red Dala Horse Card $5.50 5”
3245 B. Blue Dala Horse Card $5.50 5”

Swedish Dala Figures
Knit-clad Flicka and Pjöke sit atop glossy red Dala horses, and Per is cradling a Dala horse in these wooden figures from Sweden.
3242. Per Holding Dala $20.00 5.2”
3243. Girl on Dala $13.00 3.5”
3244. Boy on Dala $13.00 3.5”

Dala Horse Standing Cards
Add a greeting and mail these cards. When your recipient receives them, they pop out the parts and make a standing Dala Horse figure!
3245 R. Red Dala Horse Card $5.50 5”
3245 B. Blue Dala Horse Card $5.50 5”

Ekelund Kurbits Towel and Orsa Runner
A motif of colorful Dala horses will bring Sweden to your kitchen or dining room.
3238. Kurbits Towel $18.50
3239. Orsa Runner $44.00 14 X 47”

Heidi Lange Framed Print
The light brown, hand-tied fabric is the perfect background for Heidi Lange’s silk-screened Dala Horse art.
3240. $57.00 13 X 9”

Chocolat Dalas
Come individually-wrapped in this giftable, boxed set. (10pcs) The filling for the milk chocolate is caramel-truffle.
3232. $11.00/Box 3.5 oz

Kurbits Towel
$18.50

Orsa Runner
$44.00 14 X 47”

Swedish Dala Figures
Add a greeting and mail these cards. When your recipient receives them, they pop out the parts and make a standing Dala Horse figure!
3245 R. Red Dala Horse Card $5.50 5”
3245 B. Blue Dala Horse Card $5.50 5”

Dala Horse Standing Cards
Add a greeting and mail these cards. When your recipient receives them, they pop out the parts and make a standing Dala Horse figure!
3245 R. Red Dala Horse Card $5.50 5”
3245 B. Blue Dala Horse Card $5.50 5”

EKELUND KURBITS TOWEL AND ORSA RUNNER
A motif of colorful Dala horses will bring Sweden to your kitchen or dining room.
3238. Kurbits Towel $18.50
3239. Orsa Runner $44.00 14 X 47”

HEIDI LANGE FRAMED PRINT
The light brown, hand-tied fabric is the perfect background for Heidi Lange’s silk-screened Dala Horse art.
3240. $57.00 13 X 9”

Dala Horse Ornaments
These are handmade wood, knit fabric & felt decorations from Sweden.
3236 & 3237.

Dala Horse Bowls
We love these porcelain serving bowls with Dala horse profiles and decoration. They were designed by Ylva Olsson for Sagaform and are now available in a new, smaller size.
3233. $19.00 5”w 2”d
3234. $32.50 8.5”w 2”d

GLIMMIS REFLECTORS
Give a Swedish Glimmi reflector to help keep someone special safe. Attach the Glimmi to a jacket zipper, purse, leash, or backpack to make a pedestrian more visible to traffic.
3235. $16.00 8 oz.

DALA HORSE VALKOMMEN
Hand-painted in the Olsson workshop in Dalarna, this beautiful sign will greet your guests with a traditional “welcome”
3230. $65.00 7”

DALA HORSE ORNAMENTS
These are handmade wood, knit fabric & felt decorations from Sweden.
3236 & 3237.

DALA HORSE STANDING CARDS
Add a greeting and mail these cards. When your recipient receives them, they pop out the parts and make a standing Dala Horse figure!
3245 R. Red Dala Horse Card $5.50 5”
3245 B. Blue Dala Horse Card $5.50 5”

DALA HORSE BOWLS
We love these porcelain serving bowls with Dala horse profiles and decoration. They were designed by Ylva Olsson for Sagaform and are now available in a new, smaller size.
3233. $19.00 5”w 2”d
3234. $32.50 8.5”w 2”d

CHOCOLATE DALA HORSES
Come individually-wrapped in this giftable, boxed set. (10pcs) The filling for the milk chocolate is caramel-truffle.
3232. $11.00/Box 3.5 oz

DALA MOTIF MUGS
Sip your morning coffee from our ceramic mug. 3231. $8.50 14 oz. Or try our double-walled porcelain to keep your beverage warm and your hand cool in this Take-Away Mug from Sagaform. The silicone lid prevents spills when you are on the go.
3235. $16.00 8 oz.

3245. $57.00 13 X 9”

3241. $6.00 2”

3243. Girl on Dala $13.00 3.5”

3245 R.

3244. Boy on Dala $13.00 3.5”

3245 B.

3240.

3230. $65.00 7”

3236. $7.00 3”

3237. $7.00 3”

3241.
VIKING JEWELRY
Our jewelry was created in Norway in the tradition going back to the Viking Age.

3246. Sterling Thor's Hammer $80.00
3247. Pewter Viking Ship Necklace $45.00
3248. Pewter Viking Ship Earrings $34.00

NORWEGIAN PEWTER ORNAMENTS
Viking ship-themed, hand-cast ornaments.

3250 & 3251

ERIK THE RED FRAMED ART
Silk-screened on hand-tie-dyed batik fabric by Sweden’s acclaimed artist Heidi Lange, this print evokes the Viking Age art.

3252. $57.00 10 X 13”

NORWEGIAN PEWTER ORNAMENTS
Viking ship-themed, hand-cast ornaments.

ROSEMALING ACCENTS
Our lidded metal canister with rosemal motif will keep your coffee or treats sealed and fresh. The matching ceramic mug will hold your favorite beverage, and the cork-backed trivets will preserve your table.

3253. Canister $15.00 7.8” (4.4”Ø)
3254. Mug $16.00 8 oz.
3255. Coasters $12.50/Set of 4 3.8”

SWEDISH GLASS VIKING SHIP
For your Viking’s desk or shelf, we have this Viking ship from Lindshammar.

3249. Glass Viking Ship $20.00 3.5”

SONJA ROSE ROSEMALING CERAMICS
Sonja Anderson’s pattern is inspired by the rich tradition of Telemark rosemaling.

3271. Latte Mug $9.50 16 oz.
3272. Side Plate $17.00 7.5”
3273. Almond Cake Platter $33.00 6 X 16”
3274. Jam Jar $26.00

SONJA ROSE ROSEMALING CERAMICS
Sonja Anderson’s pattern is inspired by the rich tradition of Telemark rosemaling.

3276. $34.95

SHOW HIGHLIGHTS:

VIKING JEWELRY
Our jewelry was created in Norway in the tradition going back to the Viking Age.

3246. Sterling Thor's Hammer $80.00
3247. Pewter Viking Ship Necklace $45.00
3248. Pewter Viking Ship Earrings $34.00

NORWEGIAN PEWTER ORNAMENTS
Viking ship-themed, hand-cast ornaments.

3250 & 3251

ERIK THE RED FRAMED ART
Silk-screened on hand-tie-dyed batik fabric by Sweden’s acclaimed artist Heidi Lange, this print evokes the Viking Age art.

3252. $57.00 10 X 13”

NORWEGIAN PEWTER ORNAMENTS
Viking ship-themed, hand-cast ornaments.

ROSEMALING ACCENTS
Our lidded metal canister with rosemal motif will keep your coffee or treats sealed and fresh. The matching ceramic mug will hold your favorite beverage, and the cork-backed trivets will preserve your table.

3253. Canister $15.00 7.8” (4.4”Ø)
3254. Mug $16.00 8 oz.
3255. Coasters $12.50/Set of 4 3.8”

SWEDISH GLASS VIKING SHIP
For your Viking’s desk or shelf, we have this Viking ship from Lindshammar.

3249. Glass Viking Ship $20.00 3.5”

SONJA ROSE ROSEMALING CERAMICS
Sonja Anderson’s pattern is inspired by the rich tradition of Telemark rosemaling.

3271. Latte Mug $9.50 16 oz.
3272. Side Plate $17.00 7.5”
3273. Almond Cake Platter $33.00 6 X 16”
3274. Jam Jar $26.00

SONJA ROSE ROSEMALING CERAMICS
Sonja Anderson’s pattern is inspired by the rich tradition of Telemark rosemaling.

3276. $34.95

SHOW HIGHLIGHTS:
Collectibles

The world’s first Christmas plate came from Bing & Grøndahl in 1895. We continue this more than a century old tradition with this year’s plates.

**ROYAL COPENHAGEN 2013 CHRISTMAS PLATE**
Sven Vestergaard’s motif celebrates the centenary of The Little Mermaid sculpture in Copenhagen’s harbor. 3283. $105.00  7”

**BING & GRONDAHL 2013 CHRISTMAS PLATE**
A small boy decorates a Christmas tree for the forest animals in this year’s plate from the world’s original Christmas plate producer. 3284. $105.00  7”

**ORREFORS LEGEND LEAVES BOWL**
Classic Orrefors glass design at an extraordinary price! 3288. $65.00 regular price  4.5”
SPECIAL PRICE $30.00

**ORREFORS ARCTIC BOWL**
3290. $50.00  3.7”

**ORREFORS TORG CANDLEHOLDER**
Simple geometry can be so elegant. 3293. $50.00  3.7”

**DANSK SMYKKENKUNST JEWELRY**
This popular line of jewelry from Denmark is prized for its fashion flair. Our necklace and matching bracelet are made of pearl-like metallic beads. 3285 & 3286

**BALTIC AMBER**
It took millions of years for tree resin to petrify into these natural gems. These leaf motif sterling settings showcase these precious pieces of nature. 3287 to 3289

**EKELUND ASTRIKAN RUNNER**
Our lovely runner, designed by Betty Svensson, is filled with colors for summer or fall. 3292. $39.00  14 X 59”

**CARL LARSSON JIGSAW**
Enjoy 1000 pieces of Swedish art. 3282. $18.95

**ORREFORS 2013 ANNUAL COLLECTOR ORNAMENT**
This is Erika Lagerbielke’s newest ornament in clearest, Swedish crystal. 3280. $50.00  3.4”

**NORWEGIAN 2013 PEWTER ORNAMENT**
The annual collectible ornament is from Norway. 3281. $16.50  2”

**ORREFORS ARCTIC BOWL**
3290. $50.00  3.7”

**ORREFORS TORG CANDLEHOLDER**
Simple geometry can be so elegant. 3293. $50.00  3.7”

**DANSK SMYKKENKUNST JEWELRY**
This popular line of jewelry from Denmark is prized for its fashion flair. Our necklace and matching bracelet are made of pearl-like metallic beads. 3285 & 3286

**BALTIC AMBER**
It took millions of years for tree resin to petrify into these natural gems. These leaf motif sterling settings showcase these precious pieces of nature. 3287 to 3289

**EKELUND ASTRIKAN RUNNER**
Our lovely runner, designed by Betty Svensson, is filled with colors for summer or fall. 3292. $39.00  14 X 59”

**CARL LARSSON JIGSAW**
Enjoy 1000 pieces of Swedish art. 3282. $18.95
In Sweden you can find towns where almost all the windows in every home are aglow with these reminders of the light of Christmas.

**Holiday Lights**

**CANDELABRA REPLACEMENT BULBS**
- 3307. Bulbs for 5-Light Candelabra $3.95/Pkg. of 3
- 3308. Bulbs for 7-Light Candelabra $3.95/Pkg. of 3

**ADAM CANDELABRA**
Hand-painted decoration adds an extra accent to this model.

**METALLIC ORNAMENTS**
Shiny, festive ornaments from Pluto of Sweden.
- 3310 & 3311

**ROTARY CANDLE HOLDER**
The heat from a tealight gently spins this Swedish candleholder with angels.
- 3312. $17.50 6.5”

**BEDTIME PRAYER**
BY SUZANNE TOFTY
Traditional Norwegian folk art on this sweet ceramic tile.
- 3294. $16.50 6”

**WOODEN WELCOME LIGHTS**
Traditionally hung in a window to welcome visitors during the dark Scandinavian winters, these lights emit a soft glow of warm light through the lattice-like sides of Swedish pine. Each light is handcrafted by artists with special care taken in the selection of wood grain, symmetry, & color, and each comes with a 15’ cord with hanging hardware. We have two sizes to choose from:
- 3295. $42.50 8.3”
- 3296. $50.00 13.25”

**OUTDOOR LUMINARIES**
Welcome your guests to your parties with our collection of fire-retardant paper luminaries from Tindra of Sweden. Just open, add some sand and a tealight. What a festive accent! They’re also biodegradable.
- 3298. Comes with an extra “E” so you can also spell “VELKOMMEN” $18.95 10.2”
- 3299. Set of 6 $12.95 10.2”
- 3300. Cross $25.00
- 3301. Angel $25.00

**ORREFORS HOLLY DAYS KEEPSAKE ORNAMENTS**
These crystal-clear decorations for your holiday tree come from Sweden’s famous glass house.
- 3302. $13.00 2.5”
- 3303. $3.25 2”
- 3304. Cross $25.00
- 3305. Angel $25.00

**FELT ORNAMENT**
This wool ornament is from northern Finland.
- 3306. Cross $7.00 3”
- 3307. Angel $3.50 3”

**WOOD ORNAMENT**
Made in Sweden, this is easy to personalize too.
- 3308. Cross $3.25 2”

**ORREFORS HOLLY DAYS KEEPSAKE ORNAMENTS**
These crystal-clear decorations for your holiday tree come from Sweden’s famous glass house.
- 3309. $12.95 10.2”
- 3310. Set of 6 $12.95 10.2”

**BEDTIME PRAYER**
BY SUZANNE TOFTY
Traditional Norwegian folk art on this sweet ceramic tile.
- 3294. $16.50 6”

**ORREFORS HOLLY DAYS KEEPSAKE ORNAMENTS**
These crystal-clear decorations for your holiday tree come from Sweden’s famous glass house.
- 3302. $13.00 2.5”
- 3303. $3.25 2”
- 3304. Cross $25.00
- 3305. Angel $25.00

**FELT ORNAMENT**
This wool ornament is from northern Finland.
- 3306. Cross $7.00 3”
- 3307. Angel $3.50 3”

**WOOD ORNAMENT**
Made in Sweden, this is easy to personalize too.
- 3308. Cross $3.25 2”
Candlelight

Perhaps it’s the long winter nights that have made candlelight such an integral part of home life in Scandinavia. Candlelight creates an “occasion” out of an ordinary day.

Danish Iron

Inspired by a long tradition of metal-working dating to the Viking times, craftsmen forged these candleholders by hand. Simply change the candle color to match your decor or the mood of the season. NOTE: Prices for iron holders include glass cups, but candles are sold separately.

Swedish Ball Candleholders

Wooden ball candleholders in glossy red have been a Swedish tradition for generations. These new holders are made in a jumbo size to hold pillar candles. Red version comes with an accent of Swedish woven ribbon, while the white version is in an “unadorned Gustavian” style.

Liljeholmens Kanaljus

This taper candle has small holes running through the core to create a dripless candle; it is one of our most popular candles. 8”

Liljeholmens Chime Candles

These are 100% stearin from Sweden. 1/2”Ø X 4” x $8.50/Pkg of 15

Liljeholmens KronljuS Tapers

Classic 8” dinner tapers of 100% stearin from Denmark come in white or red.

Liljeholmens 6 Hour Tealights

These 100% stearin tealights from Sweden have a 6 hour burn time - 50% longer than a typical tealight! Cleaner and longer burning, this is the perfect tealight for your candleholders.

Liljeholmens Kanaljus

This taper candle has small holes running through the core to create a dripless candle; it is one of our most popular candles. 8”

Liljeholmens Chime Candles

These are 100% stearin from Sweden. 1/2”Ø X 4” x $8.50/Pkg of 15

Liljeholmens KronljuS Tapers

Classic 8” dinner tapers of 100% stearin from Denmark come in white or red.

Liljeholmens 6 Hour Tealights

These 100% stearin tealights from Sweden have a 6 hour burn time - 50% longer than a typical tealight! Cleaner and longer burning, this is the perfect tealight for your candleholders.

Liljeholmens Kanaljus

This taper candle has small holes running through the core to create a dripless candle; it is one of our most popular candles. 8”

Liljeholmens Chime Candles

These are 100% stearin from Sweden. 1/2”Ø X 4” x $8.50/Pkg of 15

Liljeholmens KronljuS Tapers

Classic 8” dinner tapers of 100% stearin from Denmark come in white or red.

Liljeholmens 6 Hour Tealights

These 100% stearin tealights from Sweden have a 6 hour burn time - 50% longer than a typical tealight! Cleaner and longer burning, this is the perfect tealight for your candleholders.
WINDOW CLING PAPER SNOWFLAKES
These beautifully detailed, hand-made paper snowflakes are inspired by the winters of Scandinavia. Just hold the paper to your window and spray with water. The fibers in the paper will dry to the glass and cling until you peel them off to store. You can re-use them over and over! We have two assortments of three (3336 A & B) in the small size and one assortment in a larger size (3337).

SWEDISH SCARF TOMTE
With stylish gray felt caps. 3334 & 3335

WINDOW BORDER
This was inspired by Norwegian knitware patterns. 3338

3335
$11.50
5.5”

3334
$8.50
4.5”

3337
4” Snowflakes
$13.50
Pkg of 3

3336 A
3336 B
3” Snowflakes
$10.00
Pkg of 3